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Abstract— Biomedical engineering (BM) is a successful example of integrated research. This research area is concerned 

with solving problems in clinical-medicine (CM) research using techniques such as information engineering. In this research 

field, novice investigators sometimes have difficulty in searching for and retrieving BM papers, because both BM and CM 

research papers contain common terms, such as disease names, so a novice researcher cannot retrieve only BM papers from 

the search results. Thus, this research proposes a decision-tree and random-forest-based method to automatically 

discriminate between BM and CM papers, and reveals a difference in term usage between BM and CM papers. The 

discrimination between BM and CM papers was examined by collecting papers containing five common terms: obstructive 

sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS), T-wave alternans (TWA), late potential (LP), epilepsy (EPY), and event-related potential 

(ERP). The gathered BM and CM papers were converted into document-term (D-T) matrices, and were discriminated with 

the decision-tree or random-forest algorithm. Results showed that the decision tree discriminated them with approximately 

80% averaged accuracy and sensitivity and approximately 70% specificity, and the random forest discriminated them with 

approximately 90% averaged accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. In addition, it was revealed that the terms “signal”, 

“detection”, “method”, “based”, “patient”, and “with” were effective for discriminating between BM and CM papers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sometimes, researchers in segmented academic fields have difficulty finding new ideas or solutions only from their field. A 

research field integrating various academic disciplines holds the possibility of discovering new academic insights or offering 

a new effective solution for a certain problem. Collaborative research among different academic fields has broadened 

researchers‘ horizons, connected different logics or techniques, and overcome limitations in a research field. 

Cooperation between clinical-medicine (CM) and engineering research areas is a typical successful example of integrated 

research; this collaborative research field is called biomedical engineering (BM). (To be exact, BM research is also a type of 

segmented academic field and is an entrenched research area. However, this is actually nothing more than collaborative 

research between CM and engineering study areas.) BM is a research field that resolves problems in the CM research area 

using information technology, mechanical engineering, or electrical and electronic engineering techniques. (BM studies 

relate extensively to several engineering-research areas, but this study focuses only on the information-engineering research 

field.) Concretely, BM researchers attempt to automate medical diagnoses or extract information about an imperceptible 

phenomenon using different signal-processing techniques. In general, BM researchers first collect information on the 

background of a certain CM research area because they have problems in common with CM researchers. Next, they survey 

and read previous BM research papers related to the CM research to crystallize their study at an early stage. 

As it is, novice BM researchers, such as undergraduate students, have trouble surveying related BM research papers, because 

the BM area is relevant to both information engineering and CM studies, and BM and CM studies have common academic 

terms. Let us assume that a common academic term is "arrhythmia.‖ For instance, one CM paper may present a case report 

on arrhythmia patients. On the other hand, a BM paper may propose an effective signal-processing algorithm to detect an 

arrhythmia episode from the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. Thus, a common academic term appears in different contexts 

in both BM and CM journal papers.  

This is problematic for novice BM researchers who must exclusively read BM papers, because the results from a search 

engine such as Google Scholar may also include many CM papers. Accordingly, novice BM researchers cannot help but 

spend their time determining whether each collected paper is a BM one, which they need to read. Therefore, it is desirable to 

automatically determine whether a collected paper is a BM paper or not. Thus, this study applies text-mining techniques to 

automatically discriminate between BM and CM papers. 
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Text mining is a general term for quantitatively analyzing documents with a certain purpose. Text-mining techniques are 

applied for various purposes, such as certifying a hypothesis in literature [1] [2], extracting beneficial information from social 

network sites [3] [4], or conducting market research in the business science field [5] [6]. A discrimination algorithm is often 

used to achieve these purposes. Previous studies [7] and [8] also applied discrimination algorithms to automatically retrieve 

BM papers.  

In researches [7] and [8], term-term (T-T) matrices created from document-term (D-T) matrices of BM and CM journal 

papers were used to distinguish between BM and CM papers. Figs. 1 (a) and (b) show the visualized features of T-T matrices 

of BM and CM papers. The colors shown in Fig. 1 represent the magnitude of the matrix elements, with red and blue 

indicating larger and smaller magnitudes, respectively. It is clear from the figure that the blue color stands out more in Fig. 1 

(a) than (b). This means that the T-T matrix of the BM paper is sparser than that of the CM one. In short, the vocabulary of 

the CM paper is larger than that of the BM one.  

Actually, the BM and CM papers were accurately discriminated using sparsity features to a certain degree. However, 

previous studies did not reveal the concrete feature differences between BM and CM papers; e.g., a usage difference in the 

terms used in the papers.  

In this paper, the decision-tree and random-forest algorithms are adopted to reveal a difference in term usage. It is helpful for 

novice BM researchers to know the concrete differences between BM and CM studies because an automatic discrimination 

may not always be correct. Although this study focuses on BM studies, approaches to determine which papers to read can 

generally be beneficial for novice researchers in many interdisciplinary or integrated researches. 

 

FIGURE 1: VISUALIZED T-T MATRIX OF (A) BM PAPER AND (B) CM PAPER 

II. BM AND CM PAPERS USED FOR TEXT MINING 

The aim of this research is to identify a concrete term list to discriminate between BM and CM journal papers. In this 

research, five common topics were selected: obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, T-wave alternans, late potential, epilepsy, 

and event-related potential. These topics are often found in both BM and CM research. For each of these common topics, 19 

BM and 19 CM papers were collected to attempt to discriminate between them. This section explains the backgrounds of BM 

and CM journal papers for each common topic. 

2.1 Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome 

Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) is the most general sleep apnea, which is caused by repetitive occlusions of the 

upper airways. OSAS causes arrested or infrequent respiration, and eventually leads to hypertension, arrhythmia, cardiac 

arrest, diabetes, or dyslipidemia, which pose a grave life-threatening risk of brain or cardiac infarction. Therefore, many 

biomedical-engineering and clinical-medicine approaches have been presented for the early detection and treatment of 

OSAS.  

A few of these studies, including [9], [10], and [11], were selected as BM papers, which mainly present signal-processing 

techniques to automatically detect sleep-apnea episodes from long-duration electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings. On the 

other hand, papers [12], [13], and [14] were selected as CM papers. These papers present case reports of OSAS patients or 

the mortality risk due to sleep apnea. 
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2.2 T-wave alternans 

The T-wave is one of the component waves of an ECG, and T-wave alternans (TWA) is defined as a beat-to-beat change in 

the amplitude of the T-wave. TWA is a promising and important predictor of a sudden cardiac death, but it cannot always be 

observed with the naked eye, and many BM studies have addressed detecting TWA effectively using signal-processing 

techniques (e.g., [15], [16]). On the other hand, CM journal papers have reported mortality after myocardial infarction [17] or 

the importance of a multicenter automatic-defibrillator implantation trial [18]. 

2.3 Late potential 

Like TWA, late potential (LP), a characteristic of ECG waveforms, is also a promising predictor of sudden cardiac death. 

This is a high-frequency component that occasionally appears in the recorded ECG signal of post-myocardial infarction 

patients, and has imperceptible amplitude. Thus, LP cannot be detected without signal-processing techniques, and various 

approaches have been proposed by BM researchers (e.g., [19], [20]). CM papers have presented case reports related to the 

relationship between LP and ventricular tachycardia, atrial fibrillation, etc. [21] [22]. 

2.4 Epilepsy 

Epilepsy (EPY) is a chronic brain disorder that causes repetitive seizures, and results from various factors. Generally, EPY is 

diagnosed by the electroencephalographic (EEG) signal because it can be observed as an abnormal electrical brain activity. In 

BM papers, various methods, such as a wavelet transformation-based EPY detection method [23] and a bivariate analysis-

based EPY prediction method using the EEG signal [24], have been proposed. In contrast, CM papers have reported the 

prognostic effect of EPY surgery [25] [26], etc. 

2.5 Event-related potential 

Event-related potential (ERP) is an electrical response in the brain that is evoked by an emotional stimulus such as interest, or 

an external one such as flashing images. BM and CM researches have mined ERPs for entirely different purposes. In BM 

research, ERPs are often applied at the brain-computer interface as a technique to control electrical devices, such as 

interacting with a computer without hands or feet, because ERPs reflect human emotion and decision-making. BM 

researchers have proposed effective methods to detect ERPs in the EEG signal using methods such as wavelet transformation 

and support vector machines [27] [28]. Meanwhile, medical professionals have reported differences between the ERPs of 

healthy people and those of patients with certain disorders, such as Alzheimer‘s disease [29] [30]. 

III. METHOD 

In general, the random-forest algorithm is more effective than the decision tree for classification. However, this research 

separately uses a simple decision-tree algorithm to make sure of one example of the generated tree. The processing flow to 

automatically discriminate BM and CM journals is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
FIGURE 2: PROCESSING FLOW TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN BM AND CM PAPERS BASED ON A SIMPLE 

DECISION-TREE OR RANDOM-FOREST ALGORITHM 
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3.1 Dictionary creation 

As we will discuss later, the dataset of collected BM and CM papers is divided into learning and evaluation data; e.g., some 

papers related to OSAS are used for evaluation, and others are applied as learning data. First, a dictionary is prepared using 

terms included only in the learning dataset. In this step, a list of N terms },,,{ 21 Ntttt  is obtained.  

3.2 Document-term matrix creation 

A D-T matrix [31] is created with the generated dictionary. Each row of the D-T matrix corresponds to one collected 

document, and each column corresponds to a term contained in the dictionary. Each matrix-element value indicates the 

appearance frequency of one term in one document. In general, a D-T matrix is expressed as follows:  
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where ),( ki dttf  is the appearance frequency of term it  in document
kd . The number of columns N corresponds to the total 

number of terms contained in a created dictionary. In this study, a N152 D-T matrix is created to generate the following 

learning machine. Additionally, each matrix element is normalized to adjust for the difference in each document‘s total 

number of words, using equation (2). 
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Likewise, a N38  D-T matrix is created from the evaluation dataset. 

3.3 Decision-tree and random-forest-based learning-machine generation and classification 

The number of terms contained in a generated dictionary is well into the thousands. However, not all terms contained in the 

dictionary contribute to discriminating between BM and CM papers. Decision tree and random forest are algorithms for 

selecting a set of terms to classify effectively. In these learning algorithms, the explanatory variables are terms, and the 

objective variable is the type of paper (BM or CM).  

3.3.1 Decision tree: 

The decision-tree algorithm uses non-linear discriminant analysis and generates a discriminant tree-structure model by 

separating the explanatory variables according to certain criteria [32]. This algorithm classifies with a simple IF-THEN rule. 

In this research, bifurcation is performed with a classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm. The CART algorithm 

generates an effective decision tree with a Gini coefficient, which is a criterion to measure competitive imbalance. The Gini 

index ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 represents a perfect equality. Simply stated, the CART algorithm makes a decision tree to 

attempt to reduce the Gini index to 0. 

3.3.2 Random forest: 

Random forest is a bootstrap learning algorithm based on multiple decision trees [32]. First, a number of subsets are 

randomly selected from learning datasets; then, decision trees are generated for the selected sub-data. Finally, the final 

discrimination is performed by a majority vote of the decision trees‘ leaves (= selected explanatory variables). The 

contribution rate of the selected explanatory variables is defined as the Gini decrease rate averaged on all decision trees 

(mean Gini decrease). 

IV. EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS 

As described above, one of the five types of papers was selected as evaluation data, and the remaining four types were used 

to create a learning machine; e.g., evaluation data = {OSAS}, learning data = {TWA, LP, EPL, EDR}. Similarly, five types 

of journal papers were evaluated by replacing the learning data.  

The precisions of the decision-tree and random-forest-based discrimination were examined in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, 

and specificity. These precisions are defined as follows: 
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In Eqs. (3) through (5), TP, TN, FP and FN represent the quantities of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false 

negatives, respectively. In this research, TP means the number of correct classifications of BM papers and TN means that of 

the CM ones.  

Tables 1 and 2 show the discrimination results obtained by the simple decision tree and random forest, respectively. Figs. 3 

through 7 show decision trees actually created by the CART algorithm. They indicate effective terms to discriminate between 

BM and CM papers related to OSAS, TWA, LP, EPL, and ERD, respectively. 

TABLE 1 

EVALUATION RESULTS FOR DECISION-TREE ALGORITHM 
Papers Accuracy  [%] Sensitivity  [%] Specificity [%] 
OSAS 86.8 78.9 94.7 

TWA 84.2 73.7 94.7 

LP 71.1 100 42.1 
EPL 81.6 78.9 84.2 

ERP 76.3 94.7 57.9 
Average 80.0 85.2 74.7 

 

TABLE 2 

EVALUATION RESULTS FOR RANDOM-FOREST ALGORITHM 
Papers Accuracy  [%] Sensitivity  [%] Specificity [%] 
OSAS 92.1 84.2 100 

TWA 89.5 89.5 89.5 
LP 94.7 100 89.5 

EPL 94.7 94.7 94.7 
ERP 86.8 100 73.7 

Average 91.6 93.7 89.5 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3: DECISION TREE TO DISCRIMINATE 

BETWEEN BM AND CM PAPERS THAT INCLUDE 

“OSAS” AS A COMMON TERM 

FIGURE 4: DECISION TREE TO DISCRIMINATE 

BETWEEN BM AND CM PAPERS THAT INCLUDE 

“TWA” AS A COMMON TERM 
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FIGURE 5: DECISION TREE TO DISCRIMINATE 

BETWEEN BM AND CM PAPERS THAT INCLUDE 

“LP” AS A COMMON TERM 

FIGURE 6: DECISION TREE TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN 

BM AND CM PAPERS THAT INCLUDE “EPL” AS A 

COMMON TERM 

 

 
FIGURE 7: DECISION TREE TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN BM AND CM PAPERS THAT INCLUDE “ERP” AS A 

COMMON TERM 

Table 3 shows the list of terms that the random-forest algorithm selected to discriminate BM and CM papers. These terms 

were contributable for all five academic topics: OSAS, TWA, LP, EPL, and ERP. In Table 3, RAF (Ratio of Appearance 

Frequency) means the ratio between the appearance frequency of certain terms in BM papers and that in CM ones. RAF is 

computed as follows:        
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where
)(_, CMBMdtAF means the appearance frequency of term t in BM (or CM) paper d, and M’ means the number of BM 

and CM papers used as learning data; in this study, M’ = 76. When RAF > 0, it means that one term is used more frequently 

in BM papers.  
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V. DISCUSSION 

In this research, BM and CM journal papers were discriminated using the decision-tree and random-forest algorithms. The 

evaluation results showed that the random forest classified more accurately than the decision tree. Tables 1 and 2 show that 

the precisions obtained by the decision tree reached approximately 80%, and the ones obtained by the random forest were 

approximately 92%. These results show that BM and CM papers can be discriminated with a high degree of accuracy. 

 Figs. 3 through 7 show the decision trees generated to discriminate between BM and CM papers. These figures reveal that 

the term ―signal‖ was the most effective for discriminating. This result indicates that biological information, such as an EEG 

or ECG, loses its medical feature and can be regarded as a signal defined by mathematical or morphological features in the 

text of a BM paper. Moreover, two of the five decision trees showed that the term ―potential‖ was more frequently used in 

CM papers.  

Usage examples include ―evoked potential‖, ―potential population‖, ―potential risk‖, and ―potential morbidity and mortality‖. 

The usage example ―evoked potential‖ clearly indicates electronic phenomena. However, many of them were used in a 

context where implicit risks for patients were discussed, based on statistical facts. The fact that ―potential‖ was selected as an 

effective discrimination term is reasonable, because the statistical perspective is important for investigating every complaint 

possibility in a medical procedure.  

 Table 3 shows the effective terms selected by random forest. It also indicates the effectiveness of the term ―signal‖, but the 

random-forest algorithm selected ―detection‖ as the most effective term. Specifically, the term ―detection‖ appeared 13 times 

more frequently in BM papers than in CM ones. This result is also reasonable because BM studies use biological signals to 

―detect‖ specific conditions, such as a disease. In short, ―detection‖ is a goal for BM research. (In a sense, a CM study begins 

after ―detection‖ occurs.) In addition, Table 3 shows that the terms ―method‖, ―base‖, and ―use‖ appeared more frequently in 

BM papers than in CM ones. In BM papers, these terms were used to explain techniques for the detection of vital 

phenomena, such as TWA; e.g., ―This method is based on XXXX‖, ―using the XXXX method‖, or ―based on features 

extracted from‖. This result is also rational considering that BM research must solve problems on the medical front based on 

engineering methods. 

 The remaining terms in Table 3 were used more frequently in CM papers than in BM ones (RAF < 1). Especially, the terms 

―age‖, ―who‖, ―patient‖, and ―with‖ relate to one another. The core word in this term group is ―patient‖. The others are often 

used to append the patient‘s condition or add information to their complaint; e.g., ―patient with epilepsy‖, ―patient who 

undergoes revascularization procedures‖, or ―patients aged XXXX or older‖. In addition, the term ―with‖ is often used to 

present an instrument or avenue; e.g., ―the electrode was cleaned with alcohol‖, ―a catheter with a XXXX-mm tip‖, or ―with 

lamotrigine‖. The term ―increase‖ is often used to compare a patient‘s group with a control group; e.g., ―The mortality rate of 

patients with XXXX disease increased over that of the control group.‖ Comparing with a control group is a standard tactic in 

medical research, so this result also makes sense. 

 The usage of the other terms shown in Figs. 3 through 7, e.g., ―algorithm‖, ―have‖, ―in‖, ―may‖, ‖study‖, and ―that‖, were 

difficult to generalize because they were selected by only one decision tree. However, their usage may become clearer if 

more papers are analyzed.  

 As stated in Sections 1 and 2, a BM researcher focuses on engineering methods to detect biological phenomena, while a CM 

researcher reports clinical cases about patients. These differences in contexts between BM and CM papers could be 

confirmed in this research, and it was revealed that their differences were shown in their use of standard terms, such as 

―base‖, ―use‖, ―with‖, and ―in‖. Simultaneously considering precisions, it can be concluded that the automatic discrimination 

between BM and CM papers is feasible, and the basis for discrimination is clear enough to understand intuitively. 

TABLE 3 

CONTRIBUTIVE TERMS TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN BM AND CM PAPERS 

Term RAF 
detection 13.177 

signal 10.276 
method 6.631 

base 4.386 

use 1.086 
increase 0.605 

age 0.183 
who 0.169 

patient 0.149 
with 0.055 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The goal of this study was to discriminate between BM and CM journal papers. The decision-tree and random-forest 

algorithms were adopted for this purpose. The results showed that BM and CM papers were discriminated with 

approximately 80% through 90% precision. In addition, the proposed methods revealed effective terms to discriminate 

between BM and CM papers, e.g., ―signal‖, ―detection‖, ―patient‖, ―method‖, etc. 
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